
YOUR TRUE COLOURS 

One will make your skin glow, and one will 
highlight the imperfections  in your skins 
tone, and make you appear sallow and 

sickly. 
 

One will make your eyes shine and one 
will show up the dark circles under your 

eyes. 
 

One will make your lips and teeth pop, 
and one will make them  

appear dull. 

Now flip over 
the page to 
check out 
your best 
colours!  

	  

If the Charcoal fabric makes you shine then you have a COOL skintone 

If the Beige fabric is your winner then you have a WARM skintone 

Stylist Tip 

Find a piece of beige (camel/
taupe) and a piece of charcoal  
(grey/steel) fabric.  
Anything will work, a cloth bag, a 
pi l lowcase, a tea towel , a 
cushion.  

Remove all makeup, and stand in 
front of a mirror with natural light.  
  
TIP : Use a hand mirror next to a 
window if you need. 

Hold the fabrics close to 
your chin, and alternate 
between the two pieces, 
looking for the following:  

Ambrace 

I f you ’ re hav ing t rouble 
deciding, take a selfie with 
each piece then flick back and 
forth between the pics and 
you’ll pretty quickly see! 



SKINTONE 

As a cool skintone, you could fall anywhere between a Winter (Deep) and a Summer (Subtle).  
Your complexion will be accented by cool, clear, bright colours:  colours of the rainbow. 
Look for clear tones with pink, red or blue undertones like blue-red, white, black. 
Jewel tones look amazing on you like emerald, ruby and sapphire. 
Avoid anything that’s blended, muted or has a warm and golden undertone to it. 
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SKINTONE 
 
As a warm skintone, you could fall anywhere between an Autumn (Deep) and a Spring (Subtle).  
Your complexion will be accented by rich golden, spicy and earthy colors. You can wear both 
muted and rich, warm colours like the autumn foliage or exotic spice colours. 
Look for anything with yellow, peachy or golden undertones. 
Avoid clear bright colors, as well as pure white and black, a beige or brown is preferred. 
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